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THE DAYGAME NEW BLOOD #2 â�� Alpha Man Training
Krauser PUA | 8 April, 2018 | by krauserpua

You wish you were more alpha man.
Alpha mens get the chicks. It is alpha male who know how approach sexy girl walking down street and
pull her back to your apartment and have the sex. If you are man who must blow his confidence and learn
ALPHA SYSTEMS you must train from right man.
Alpha man.

Alpha Mans and definitely NOT a paid actress
Latest number one street-to-pull-bedroom man is Alpha Man of Alpha Man Training [1]Â Let all beta
mens check out his number one website here.

Many real alpha mans
I can’t write in this style any more. Let’s return to normality. Alpha Man is a Baltic dude who has been
posting videos to several different YouTube channels to show all the key elements of alpha lifestyle

Street approaching
Night game
Solo dance moves in your small Lithuanian apartment
Taking your shirt off in public and doing push-ups
Putting on a suit then talking to a camera in your lounge
Putting on a suit then talking to a camera in the middle of a forest
Putting on a suit and talking in an even thicker forest
Putting on a suit then talking to a camera while driving in the rain

He is possibly the best-kept secret in the PUA community. This is the real secret society, as currently
only fifty or so people watch his videos. It’s THAT secret. Alpha Man Training is your chance to get in
on the ground floor as a new pick up technology takes the world by storm.
But how can I take advantage of this opportunity, Nick? you ask me.
Fortunately AMT has many products. Many products. Here’s a DVD of a London 1-on-1 immersion
coaching available to you for just $5,000 USD $1,997 [2] Let’s review what you’ll learn from these discs
of pure seduction gold.

That’s a good start. It’s always wise to be grounded and respect your elders. But, let’s really dive into
what  you  can  gain  from  the  AMT  program.  Bear  in  mind  Alpha  Man  carves  up  the
beginner/intermediate/advanced player’s journey a bit differently to us old-fashioned London daygamers.
Readers of Daygame Infinite (that’s my less alpha advanced textbook) know I consider ‘advanced’ to
mean something in the ballpark of a few thousand sets, a few dozen lays, and you’re getting girls mostly
of the YHT type, perhaps one to four a month depending how hard you are hitting it and how exacting
your standards.

Many alpha levels, yesterday
I thought the player’s journey topped out at ‘advanced’. Evidently not. That’s just level three in the AMT

https://alphamantraining.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KABLifGwqKQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Th08pCVMI0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Jv5PA0nW6E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IJGLdm2Rw5s&
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eVDALLI9000
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0KXKkzvxzUI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1FxSTuI48x4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TL5JVJAMPv8
https://alphamantraining.com/product/1on1-pua-training-in-london-stage-intermediate/
https://alphamantraining.com/product/1on1-pua-training-in-london-stage-intermediate/
https://theredarchive.com/
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system. There are FIVE MORE LEVELS of alpha mans than in the LDM!
Think of all the room to grow!
I don’t feel qualified to comment on life at the FBI/KGB Ninja level of Game, having not reached that
myself. Perhaps one of you could drop the $1,997 onto the DVD and let me know what I’m missing.
I’m not paying $1,997 for a DVD, you potato-headed fool! you say?
You don’t realise just how loaded with gold these discs are. Look at who you’ll get (quoting the site):

Amazing approach of 10`s blonde in Central London. You will see her face and how she was
reacting to AMT Coach. Blonde has 10 point ass and face. Incredible approach. AMT Coach went
on 9:30 PM to Central London and saw this amazing hot blonde in black clothes walking down the
street. He approached her and have seduced. You will learn everything from this video. You will
hear how AMT Coach opened her and have seduced.
How to go to your place and not to be taken to girlâ��s place and reality. Crucial! You will
learn AMT systems.
Where to take girl for sex if you are living with your parents in London [3]

Amazing, is it not? Look, I know what you’re thinking. You have all kinds of questions. Don’t worry, the
FAQ answers it all.
What length of this program is?
413 minutes. It is almost 7 hours. It is enough to understand how to approach a complete strange hot girl
in public and get her to relationship.
Can I get those videos for free in torrents?
Those videos are forbidden to be in torrents. Our clients accept this responsibility:
If you will send videos to your computer, you agree to pay 1,000,000$ for AlphaManTraining.com If you
show those videos to your friend or other person you agree to pay 1,000,000$ for AlphaManTraining.com
Once you will break copyright of AMT we will BAN you from our client list and write you a claim. Your
friends will not value free thing. They must pay in order to change. Do not talk about AMT to friends or
any other person. It is your secret.
Our clients are not stupid and they will not create problems for themselves. [4]

If you think you really can’t handle Level 8 FBI/KGB Ninja Level success with girls and would be more
comfortable topping out at Level 3 Advanced, consider my slightly-alpha book Daygame Infinite or even

more alphaÂ Daygame Overkill

Pick up many girls with Alpha Man’s system
[1] TM
[2] That’s the price of the DVD, not the immersion coaching itself. A bargain.
[3] BangUp might want to pay attention to this bit
[4] And if you’re a shy Asian male who wishes to be Total Alpha Male, he’s got you covered with a
different product, for just $6,085 $1,217. “Asian man rented out 3 bedroom Ranch in Phoenix Arizona. In
living room they were doing Alpha Man Training. Asian male bought magnet board, provided food and
paid for other expenses. In the End of Training Asian client was superb confident and became Total
Alpha Male!”
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